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FractoGene (FG, Pellionisz 02,03;) suggests a structural basis (platform) and iteration (process) for the functional algorithmic interpretation of DNA-governed reverberative protein-synthesis. Back-ground of PostGenetics, surpassing the misnomer of “Junk” DNA, is outlined in the support of “Fugu prediction of FG” (Simons 06;). Recently, “FG Methylation prediction” was indirectly confirmed (Meyer 06;). Here, a verifiable FractoGem (Fig.1) of a whole DNA (Venter 95;) further substantiates FG, as it searches self-similar repetitions, serving as the material basis of the iterative process of growth. Fig.1. shows a precious iterative assortment of FractoSet-s, containing strictly ordered non-overlapping Pyknon-s (Rigoutsos 06;), denoted with arbitrary but unique, colored alphanumerical characters, to visualize a retained iterative pattern. In FractoSet-s, Pyknon-s are interspaced with non-Pyknon bases (small-font). FractoGem thus reveals “patterns within patterns” – the root of the fractal concept. FractoGem/PostGene discovery leads to functional explanation by FG, from visualization to algorithmic resolution of enigmas as c-Value Paadox, Ultraconserved Elements, Methylation, mRNA-based Regulation, to interpretation of Pyknon, FractoSet and FractoGem findings – noting also their impact on PostGenetic Medicine and Nanotechnology (Venter 95; Pellionisz 02; Haussler, Mattick 04; Rothemund 04; Banfi, 04; Rigoutsos 06).
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Figure 1 – FractoSet structure, containing Pyknon of a FractoGem of a whole DNA
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